Built for BUSINESS

Built for RESULTS

Built for VALUE

Taylor English Duma LLP is a full-service law firm based in Atlanta, Georgia. Recognized in the marketplace for our
innovative business model, Taylor English was the first law firm to win Forbes Small Giants award (2018), and in 2019, we
won the Daily Report’s Litigation Department of the year. Our team of experienced attorneys work with businesses of all
sizes, regardless of industry, to provide cost-effective and practical solutions for our valued clients. The firm was started in
2005 and has grown from four to 160 attorneys.

160+ Attorneys

11 States

In-house
40+ Former
Counsel

25+ Practice Groups
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Construction
Corporate and Business
Data Security and Privacy
Employment and Employee Relations
Entertainment, Sports and Media
Intellectual Property
Hospitality
Litigation and Dispute Resolution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing
Non-profit
Commercial Real Estate
Restaurant, Food and Beverage, and Licensing
Retail
Tax
Technology

EXCLUSIVE BCN OFFER
Complimentary 30 Minute Consultation with Nida Rizvi
Nida Rizvi is an experienced corporate attorney and was the
former associate general counsel for two companies. She is
able to provide counsel on a wide range of business issues such
as commercial contracts (professional services/ independent
contractor agreements, NDAs, customer contracts, goods and
services contracts, general terms and conditions), government
contracts, purchase and sale of a business, and corporate entity
formation and governance (operating agreements, bylaws, transfer
of interests,etc.). To schedule a consultation with Nida, please
email her at nrizvi@taylorenglish.com.

NIDA RIZVI

JOSEPH M. ENGLISH

nrizvi@taylorenglish.com

jenglish@taylorenglish.com

Our founders have built Taylor English from the ground up, and they continue to grow a client-centered, results oriented law firm.
1600 Parkwood Circle | Suite 200 | Atlanta, GA 30339

taylorenglish.com

Disclaimer: A consultation with a Taylor English Duma LLP attorney does not create an attorney-client relationship. The formation of an attorney-client relationship requires consideration
of multiple factors, including the review of possible conflicts of interest. An attorney-client relationship is formed only when both you and the Firm have agreed in writing to proceed with a
defined engagement.

